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Any attachments to this document are rescinded only as they relate to national banks and federal
savings associations.

TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF SAVINGS ASSOCIATION ADDRESSED
Attached are copies of two new Administrative Rulings
issued by the Treasury Department regarding the Bank Secrecy
Act. These rulings provide guidelines on completion of CTR
forms when the identification of the association's patrons is at
issue.
Administrative Ruling 92-l addresses the alternate forms of
identification that may be used by an association's elderly and
disabled patrons who do not possess typical forms of
identification.
Administrative Ruling 92-2 addresses completion
of a single CTR form when multiple transactions are aggregated
and all or part of the required identification information is
unknown.
I would appreciate it if you would provide copies of these
documents to the appropriate personnel in your institution.
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Policy

individuals conducting reportable currency transactions and/or
cash purchases of certain monetary instruments as required by BSA
rSgUhtiOn8
SS
103.28 and 103.29.
Only if the financial
institution is confident that an elderly or disabled patron is
who a/he says s/he is may it complete these transactions.
A
financial
institution shall use whatever information it has
available, in accordance with its established policies and
procedures, to determine its patron's identity.
This includes
review of its internal records for any information on file, and
asking for other forms of identification, including a social
security or medicarelmedicaid
card along with another document
which contains both the patron's name and address such as an
organizational membership card, voter registration card, utility
bill or real estate tax bill. These forma of identification
shall also be identified as acceptable in the bank's formal
written policy and operating procedures as identification for
transactions involving the elderly or the disabled.
Once
implemented, the financial institution should permit no exception
to its policy and procedures.
In these cases, the financial
institution should record the word llElderlyl'or llDiaabledllon the
CTR and/or chronological log and the method used to identify the
elderly, or disabled patron such as "Social Security and
(organization) Membership Card only ID."
UWANDANBefore concluding a transaction for which a Currency Transaction
Report is required pursuant to 31 C.F.R. 9 103.22, a financial
institution must verify and record the name and address of the
individual conducting the transaction.
31 C.F.R. 9 103.28.
Verification of the individual's identity must be made by
examination of a document, other than a bank signature card, that
is normally acceptable within the banking community as a means of
identification when cashing checks for nondepositors
(u.,
a
driver's license).
A bank signature card may be relied upon only
if it was issued after documents establishing the identity of the
individual were examined and a notation of the method and
specific information regarding identification
(M.
state of
issuance and driver16 license number) was made on the signature
In each instance, the specific identifying information
card.
noted above and used to verify the identity of the individual
must be recorded on the CTR. The notation of "known cuatomer18 or
"bank signature card on file" on the CTR is prohibited. 31 C.F.R.
S 103.28.
Before

issuing or selling bank checks or drafts, cashier's
checks, traveler's checks or money orders to an individual(s),
for currency between $3,000 and $10,000, a financial institution
must verify whether the individual has a deposit account or
31 C.F.R. 9 103.29.
verify the individual's identity.
Verification may be made by examination of a signature card or
-2-

CFR S 103.28 and as described herein may result in the imposition
of civil and or criminal penalties.
Finally, the financial
institution shall establish a formal written policy and implement
operating procedures fnr ~~ns&.~
.-+su~-&&J& r%zA-&nyW
transactions or recording cash sales of certain monetary
instruments to elderly or disabled patrons who do not have forms
of identification ordinarily considered "acceptable."
Onoe
implemented, the financial institution shall permit no exceptions
to its policy and procedures.
In addition, financial
institutions are encouraged to record the elderly or disabled
patron's identity and address as well as the method of
identification on a signature card or other record when it is
obtained and verified.
In completing a CTB, if all of the above conditions are
satisfied, the financial institution should enter the words
"Elderly'@ or OgDisabled*Oand the method used to verify the
patron's identity, such as ssocial Security & (organization)
Membership Cards Only ID," in Item 15a.
Similarly, when logging the cash purchase of a monetary
instrument(s), the financial institution shall enter on its
chronological log the words, "Elderly" or 88Disabled,q8 and the
method used to verify such patron's identity.

Jesse Fleming, a 75 year old retiree, has been saving $10 bills
for twenty years in order to help pay for his granddaughter's
college education.
He enters the Trustworthy National Bank where
he has no account but his granddaughter has a savings account,
He instructs
and presents $13,000 in $10 bills to the teller.
the teller to deposit $9,000 into his granddaughter's savings
account, and reguests a cashier's check for S4.000 made payable
to State University.
Because of poor eyesight, Ur. Fleming no longer drives and does
When asked for
not possess a valid driver's license.
identification by the teller he presents a social security card
and his retirement organization membership card that contains his
name and address.

In this example, the Trustworthy National Bank must check to
determine if Mr. Fleming's social security and organizational
membership cards are acceptable forms of identification as
If so, and the bank
defined in the bank's policy and procedures.
is confident that Mr. Fleming is who he says he is, it may
Because Mr. Fleming conducted a
complete the transaction.
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transaction
in currency which exceeded
$10,000
(deposit of $9,000
and purchase
of $4,000 monetary instrument), First National
Bank
It should record information
about Mr.
must complete
a CTR.
Fleming in Part I of the CTR and in Item 15.a record the Word6
and (organization)
Membership
Cards
"Elderly - social security
The balance of the CTR must be appropriately
completed
Only ID."
First
National
Bank must
as required
by SS 103.22 and 103.27(d).
also record the transaction
in its monetary
instrument
sales log
because
it issued
to Mr. Fleming
a cashier's
check for $4,OQO in
currency.
Mr. Fleming must be listed as the purchaser
and the
bank should record on the log the words ?3lderly
- Social
Security
and (organization)
Membership
Cards Only ID" as the
In addition.
because Mr.
method used to verify his identity.
Bank,
Fleming
is not a deposit
accountholder
at First National
the bank is required
to record on the log all the information
of monetary
required
under S 103.29(a)(Z)(i)
for cash purchases
instruments
by nondeposit
accountholders.

c3
'Qeter K. Nunez
Assistant
Secretary
(Enforcement)

Date
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
W**i-llNGTON

ADMINISTRATIVE
31

U.S.C.

5313

-

31

C.F.R.

103.22

- Reporting

31 C.F.R.

103.28

- Identification

Reports on Domestic
Transactions

Coins

of Currency

and

RULING

92-2

Currency

Transactions

Required

PrODer
COmDletiOn
Of
the CUrrenCV
Transaction
ReDOrt
ICTR). IRS
Form 4789. when reDortina
multiDle
transactions.
Financial
institutions
must report transactions
in currency that exceed
$10,000 or an exempted
account's
established
exemption
limit and
provide certain information
including
verified
identifying
information
about the individual
conducting
the transaction.
Multiple
currency transactions
must be treated as a single
transaction,
aggregated,
and reported
on a single Form 4789, if
the financial
institution
has knowledge
that the transactions
are
by or on behalf of any person and result in either cash in or
cash out totalling
more than $10,000, or the exemption
limit,
during any one business
day.
All CTRs must be fully and
accurately
completed.
Some or all of the individual
transactions
which comprise
an aggregated
CTR are frequently
below the $10,000
reporting
or applicable
exemption
threshold
and, as such, are not
reportable
and financial
institutions
do not gather the
information
required
to complete
a CTR.

How should a financial
institution
complete
a CTR when multiple
transactions
are aggregated
and reported
on a single form and all
or part of the information
called for in the form may not be
known?

Multiple
transactions
that total in excess of $10,000,
or an
must be reported
on
established
exemption
limit, when aggregated
a CTR if the financial
institution
has knowledge
that the
In many cases, the individual
transactions
have occurred.
transactions
being reported
are each under $10,000, or the
was not aware at the time of
exemption
limit, and the institution
any one of the transactions
that a CTR would be required.
Therefore,
the identifying
information
on the person conducting
the transaction
was not required
to be obtained at the time the
transaction
was conducted.

when reporting
multiple
transactions,
the financial
institution
must complete
as many of items 4 through
15 as possible.
In the
event the institution
learns that more than one person conducted
the multiple
transactions
being reported,
it must check item 2 on
the CTR and is encouraged
to make reasonable
efforts to obtain
and report any appropriate
information
on each of the persons
in
items 4 through
15 on the front and back of the CTR form, and if
necessary,
on additional
sheets of paper attached to the report.
,Thp $-UP-ti i,tsa 4.P Is t.9 Anrl;~&c,p &Au+ Jiu~X+s&= ~zz~WuV~&nLv
are involved
in the CTR being filed.
Items 40 a, b, and c
require information
about the number of transactions
being
reported and the number of bank branches
and the zip code of each
branch where the transactions
took place.
If multiple
transactions
exceeding
$10,000 or an account exemption
limit
occur at the same time, the financial
institution
should treat
the transactions
in a manner consistent
with its internal
transaction
posting
procedures.
For example,
if a customer
presents
four separate
deposits,
at the same time, totalling
over
$10,000, the institution
may report the transactions
in item 48a
to be one or four separate
transactions.
If the transactions
are
posted as four separate
transactions
the financial
institution
should enter the number 4 in item 48a and the number 1 in item
48b.
If the transactions
are posted as one transaction
the
institution
should enter the number 1 in both 48a and 48b.
Reporting
the transactions
in this manner will guarantee
the
integrity
of the paper trail being created, that is, the number
of transactions
reported
on the CTR will be the same as the
number of transactions
showing in the institution's
records.
These situations
should be differentiated
from those cases where
separate transactions
occur at different
times during the same
exceed $10,000 or the
business
day, and which, when aggregated,
if the same or another
individual
For instance,
exemption
limit.
conducts two of the same type of transactions
at different
times
during the same business
day at two different
branches
of the
financial
institution
on behalf of the same person, and the
institution
has knowledge
that the transactions
occurred
and
exceed $10,000 or the exemption
limit, then the financial
institution
must enter the number 2 in items 48a and 48b.
AND

APPWION

OF LAW TO EXAMPLES

LE NO. 1
Dorothy Pishback presents a teller with three cash deposits to
the same account, at the same time, in amounts of $5,000, $6,000,
and $6,500 requesting that the deposits be posted to the account
It is the bank's procedure to post the transactions
separately.
A CTR is completed while the customer is at the
separately.
teller window.
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NO.

1

A CTR is completed based upon the information obtained at the
time Dorothy Fishback presents the multiple transactions. Item
3d would not be checked on the CTR because all of the information
in items 4 through 15 is being provided contemporaneously with
the transaction. As it is the bank's procedure to post the
transactions separately, the number of transactions reported in
item 4Ba would be 3 and the number of branches reported in item
48b would be 1. The zip code for the location where the
transactions were conducted would be entered in item 40~.
LE No. 2
Andrew Weiner makes a $7,000 cash deposit to his account at ABC
Federal Savings Bank. Later the same day, Mr. Weiner returns to
the same teller and deposits $5,000 in cash to a different
account. At the time Mr. Weiner makes the second deposit, the
teller realizes that the two deposits exceed $10,000 and prepares
a CTR obtaining all of the necessary identifying information
directly from Mr. Weiner.
TION OF LAW TO &.Q,&PLENO. 2
Even though the two transactions were conducted at different
times during the same business day, Mr. Weiner conducted both
transactions at the same place and the appropriate identifying
information was obtained by the teller at the time of the second
transaction. Item 3d would not be checked on the CTR. The
number of transactions reported in item 40a must be 2 and the
number of branches reported in item 48b would be 1. The zip code
for the location where the transactions took place would be
entered in item 40~.
No. 3
Internal auditor Mike Pelzer is reviewing the daily cash
transactions report for People's Bank and notices that five cash
deposits were made the previous day to account #12x45. The total
of the deposits is $25,000 and they were made at three different
offices of the bank. Mike researches the account data base and
finds that the account belongs to a department store and that the
account is exempted for deposits up to $17,000 Per day. Each of
the five transactions was under $17,000.
ATION OF LAW TO EXAMPLE NC. 3
Having reviewed the report of aggregated transactions, Mike
Pelter has knowledge that transactions exceeding the account
exemption limit have occurred during a single business day. A
CTR must be filed. People's Bank is encouraged to make a

reasonable effort to provide the information for items 4 through
15 on the CTR. Such efforts could include a search of the
institution's records or a phone call to the department store to
identify the persons that conducted the transactions. If all of
the information is not contained in the institution's records or
otherwise obtained, item 36 must be checked. The number of
transactions reported in item 48a must be 5 and the number of
branches reported in 40b would be 3. The sip codes for the three
locations where the transactions occurred must be entered in item
4ac.
LR No. 4
Mrs. Saunders makes a cash withdrawal, for $4,000, from a joint
savings account she owns with her husband. That day her husband,
Mr. Saunders, withdraws $7,000 cash using the same teller.
Realizing that the withdrawals exceed $10,000, the teller obtains
identifying information on Mr. Saunders required to complete a
CTR.
ON OF LAW TO EXAMPLE NO. 4
In this case, item 2 on the CTR must be checked because the
teller knows that more than one person conducted the
transactions. Information on Mr. Saunders would appear in Part I
and the bank is encouraged to ask him for, or to check its
records for the required identifying information on Mrs.
Saunders. If after taking reasonable efforts to locate the
desired information, all of the required information is not found
on file in the institution's records or is not otherwise
obtained, box 3d must be checked to indicate that all information
is not being provided because multiple transactions are being
reported. Whatever information on Mrs. Saunders is contained in
the records of the institution must be reported in the
continuation of Part I on the back of Form 4709. The number of
transactions reported in item 40a must be 2 and the number of
branches reported in item 40b would be I. The zip code for the
branch where the transactions took place would be entered in item
48c.
LE No. 5
On another day, Urs. Saunders makes a deposit of $3,000 cash and
no information required for Part I of the CTR is requested of
her. She is followed later the same day by her husband, Mr.
Saunders, who deposits $12,000 in currency and who provides all
data required to complete Part I for himself.
ON OF LAW TO EXAMPLE No. 5
Item 2 on the CTR must be checked because the teller knows that
more than one person conducted the transactions. Information on

Mr. Saunders would appear in Part I and the bank is encouraged to
ask him for, or to check its records for the required identifying
information on Mrs. Saunders.
If after taking reasonable efforts
to locate the desired information, all of the required information is not found on file in the institution's records or is not
otherwise obtained, box 3d must be checked to indicate that all
information is not being provided because multiple transactions
era baing reported.
Whatever information on Mrs. Saunders is
contained in the records of the institution must be raportad in
,fhp .zzan+>.mwtaL7r
A* m&-t I 517 t8ti A*
fi- Krra 4789.
L5W.nuaiW.i
of transactions raportad in item 40a must be 2 and the number of
branches reported in itam 40b would be 1. The sip code for the
branch where the transactions took place would be entered in item
40C.

A

review
of First Federal Bank's daily cash transactions report
for a given day indicatas several cash deposits to a single
account totaling more than $10,000.
Two separate deposits were
made in the night depository at the institution's main office,
and two deposits were conducted at the teller windows of two
other branch locations.
Each deposit was under $10,000.

ION OF LAW TO EKA&PI.,ENO. 6
Item 3c should be chackad to indicate that identifying
information is not providad because transactions were received
through the night deposit box. If the tellers involved with the
two face to face deposits remember who conducted the
transactions, institution records can be checked for identifying
information.
If the records contain some of the information
required by itams 4 through 15, that information must be
provided, and item 3d must be checked to indicate that some
information is missing because multiple transactions are being
raportad and the information was not obtained at the time the
Itam 4Sa must indicate 4
transactions were conducted.
The zip
transactions and item 40b must indicate 3 locations.
codas of those locations would be provided in item 48~.
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Peter K. Nunez
Assistant Secretary
(Enforcement)
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